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ON THE COMPLETION OF TRACTABLE
NORMED ALGEBRAS

JOHN A. LINDBERG, JR.

A normed algebra B (norm || -|| ; we always assume that B is com-

mutative and possesses a multiplicative unit) is said to be tractable

if the intersection of its || -||-closed maximal ideals is trivial (cf. [l]).

If B denotes the completion of B with respect to || -||, then we might

ask if B can have a nontrivial radical. Examples have been given

which show that this is indeed the case. In this note, we give a class

of tractable normed algebras whose completions have nontrivial radi-

cals and further show that it is possible to do this for certain algebras

of functions which are complete in sup norm (but not all continuous

functions on their carrier spaces). We make use of algebraic extensions

of normed algebras and need the following results.

Lemma 1. If A is a normed algebra (norm || -||) and if aEA, then

A [x]/(x2 — a) is a normed algebra under

\\a0 + ax + (x2 — a)\\x = ||a0|| + ||ai|| ||a||.

Lemma 2. If A is a tractable normed algebra and if aEA, then

A [x]/(x2 — a) is a tractable normed algebra under || -||i if and only if a

is not a zero divisor in A.

Lemma 3. The || -\\x-completion of A [x]/(x2 — a), aEA,is (isomorphic

to) A [x]/(x2 — a), where A denotes the || -^-completion of A.

Lemmas 1 and 2 have been proved by Arens and Hoffman [l]. The
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proof of Lemma 3 is essentially the observation that

[aon+a-inX + ix2— a)} "_x is a || -||i Cauchy sequence if and only if the

sequences {ao„}™=1 and {ain}^°_1 are || -||-Cauchy sequences.

Suppose now that A is a subalgebra of C(fi), where ñ is a compact

Hausdorff space. A is supposed to contain the constant functions and

separate the points of fi. If J is a closed subset of Ü, let \\f\\j denote

maxwS/ |/(co)|. If 0 is the only function in A vanishing on /, then

|| -Hz is clearly a norm on A and A is tractable under || -\\j. If aG^4

and / has the above property, then let || -\\i,j denote the norm on

A [x]/ix2 — a) which was specified in Lemma 1. If fEA, then let

A(/)={WGfi:/(co)=0}.

Theorem. Let A and ß be as above. If A is a closed subset of 0 such

that 0 is the only function in A vanishing on A, iffoEA and A(/0) ¿¿ 0,

and if there exists a sequence {/„} C^ such that f„f0\ A—>1 {uniformly

on A), then B = A [x]/ix2— fo) is tractable under || -||i,/, J = AVJA(/0),

and the \\ -\\i_j-completion B of B is not semi-simple; in fact, B = B0®R

where B0 is a closed subalgebra of B and R is the radical of B.

Proof. The algebra B = A [x]/ix2— fo) is tractable under ||-||i,/

sinceffa\ 7 = 0,/G^4,implies/| A = 0 (/0 is never zero on A) and hence

/=0.
Now, the completion A of A is, of course, just a subalgebra of

C(J). Since fnfo converges uniformly to one on A and each fnfo is

identically zero on A(/0), fnfo must converge uniformly on J to a

function eiEA, which must be an idempotent in A. Let e2 = e — e\,

where e is the function identically one on Q. Then e2/o = 0. By Lemma

2, A is not semi-simple ( = tractable +complete).

We now show that B possesses a Wedderburn decomposition. It is

easily shown that the radical A of A is the set {ae2x + ix2 — f0) : aEA }

(cf. [l]). Since

do + ai* + ix2 — fo) = (a0 + aiei* + (x2 - /0)) + iaxe2x + ix2 — f0)),

we have that B = A [dx + ix2— /0)]+A. Now, if iao+aidx + ix2— fo))

+ iae2x + ix2—fo))=0, then a0 = 0 and aiei+ae2 = 0. Since eie2 = 0,

aiei = 0 and ae2 = 0 so that the above sum is a direct sum. To show

that Bo = A [eix + ix2— fo)] is closed in B, we consider a Cauchy se-

quence [aon+aineix + ix2 —fo)}ñ=i in B0. Now, as a Cauchy sequence

in B, it must have a limit a0+aix + (x2—/0), where öo = lim„».00 a0n and

öi = lim„,00 ai„ei. But this means that aißi = ai so that aa+aix + ix2— fo)

EBo- Hence Bo is closed in B. This completes the proof of the theo-

rem.

Let   fio={(w, X)GflXC:   X2=/0(w)}    and    fix= {(w, X)G/XC:
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X2=/o(co)j, where C denotes the complex numbers. ß0 and fii are to

be endowed with the relativized product topologies from ßXC and

JXC, respectively.

Corollary. Maintain the hypotheses of the theorem. If in addition A

is closed is C(Q) and if f0 fails to vanish on dAti ( = Silov boundary of A ;

cf. [4]), then B is isomorphic to a closed subalgebra of C(Q0) and B0 is

isomorphic to a closed subalgebra of C(fli).

The first assertion follows from Theorem 1 of [2] and the second

assertion follows from Theorem 2 of the same paper.

The conditions on A are easily fulfilled. Let A denote the algebra

Hol(A) of all functions continuous on A= {2: \z\ ^l} and analytic

in the interior of A. Let K be the closed interval [5, 1 ] and let/0(z) = z,

zGA. Since A\KVJN(f0) is dense in C(KVN(f0)) (by the Weier-
strass approximation theorem), the conditions of the corollary are

easily shown to be satisfied. (In view of the theorem on polynomial

approximation proved by Mergelyan [3], the conclusion of the corol-

lary remains valid if K is an infinite closed subset of the interior of A

which is nowhere dense and does not separate the plane.)

Further consideration of the algebra Hoi (A) reveals that Hoi (A)

and B = (Hol(A))[x]/(x2—fo) are isomorphic in a natural way

iigo+gix+ix2-fo))-*ho+hifo, where ht(z) = g¿z2), and giEA, i= 1, 2)

so that we have produced a norm on Hoi (A) with respect to which the

completion is a Banach algebra with a nontrivial radical.
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